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New foreign worker levy rule weighs on manufacturers 
by eugene mahalingam and toh kar inn 

“We estimate that the Malaysian glove industry employs up to 42,000 foreign workers and this will lead to a higher cost of
RM77.7mil. However, any negative impact will be short-term as glove makers will eventually pass on these costs,” CIMB Research
said.

PETALING JAYA: Rubber gloves and manufacturing players are expecting a hit to their earnings
following a ruling that they are now fully accountable for their foreign workers’ levy.
CIMB Research said in a report it was expecting a net negative impact of between 1% and 3% for
glove companies, due to the high dependency on foreign labour within the glove industry.
“We estimate that the Malaysian glove industry employs up to 42,000 foreign workers and this will
lead to a higher cost of RM77.7mil. However, any negative impact will be short-term as glove
makers will eventually pass on these costs,” it said.
The research house said Top Glove Corp Bhd had the biggest foreign workforce among its peers at
about 7,000 workers.
“Hence, Top Glove’s earnings will be the most negatively affected, assuming that no changes are
made to the new ruling.
“However, we believe that the recent sharp appreciation in US dollar will be sufficient to offset the
impact from companies needing to be responsible for levy payments on its foreign labour.”
Effective this year, employers are to be fully accountable for their foreign workers’ levy and can no
longer deduct their salaries to pay the levy.
The enforcement comes under the Employer Mandatory Commitment, which aims to ensure that
employers take full responsibility for their foreign workers, from the application stage right up till
they return to their country of origin.
IJM Corp Bhd chief executive officer and managing director Datuk Soam Heng Choon said the new
measure would increase the cost of business.
“Construction cost is bound to increase as well since there is going to be additional labour cost. It is
not just the industry players who are at a disadvantage.
“The public stands to be affected as these additional costs will eventually be transferred to them.”
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He said construction players would call for a meeting sometime this week and decide on the next
course of action.
“For IJM’s construction arm, we do not hire foreign workers directly. These foreign workers are hired
by the sub-contracters, but we will still be affected anyway. As for our plantation division, we
employ about 3,000 foreign workers,” he said.
Kossan Rubber Industries Bhd senior manager of corporate affairs Edward Yip said the new policy
would add pressure to margins.
“Production cost will rise and we will pass on the cost to our customers,” he said, adding that the
new policy came as a bit of a shock to the industry as there was no dialogue involved.
In light of the impact to earnings, Yip said the company would engage in more automation to bring
down the headcount.
TA Securities in its report yesterday said although the rubber sector has a practice of passing
through cost increases to customers, it nevertheless be a challenging feat in the interim period.
This, the research house said, is because manufacturers are riding through a competitive operating
environment, and lately had to deal with issues such as the strengthening of the dollar and rising
natural rubber and nitrile prices.
“Hence, raising average selling prices to offset the levy could undermine their manufacturing
competitiveness versus foreign counterparts in Thailand, Indonesia, and China.
“In our opinion, alongside prevailing efforts to increase automation and reduce reliance on manual
labour, manufacturers could perhaps find alternatives to partially offset the levy such as reducing
benefits like allowances.”
The Malaysian Iron and Steel Industry Federation (MISIF) said in a statement yesterday that the new
policy would contribute to an increase in the operating costs, pose additional financial pressure on
employers as well as the overall competitiveness of industry players.
“We hope the government will rescind the hasty implementation of the policy requiring employers to
pay for foreign workers’ levy and that it will conduct a stakeholders’ consultation process on this
very significant matter,” it said.
The prevailing levy for foreign workers in the manufacturing sector is around RM154 per month, or
around RM1,850 per annum.
TA Securities said this implied that manufacturers that did not bear the levy previously would face
an incremental hike of 15.4% over the minimum wage of RM1,000 per month.
“For glove manufacturers, with labour accounting for around 10% of operating costs and foreign
labour accounting for 70% to 90% of total workforce, our analysis suggests potential earnings
dilution of 8% to 11%.”
The research house added that average selling prices would have to be revised upwards by 1.2% to
1.5% to offset the levy.
On the flipside, CIMB Research said the new policy would alleviate foreign labour issues faced last
year as it would help attract foreign labour to Malaysia.
TA Securities concurred that the new foreign levy policy would help to curb foreign worker shortage.
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